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Abstract 

This paper is concerned with the application to man-machine dialogues of a real-time 

processing principle, called Guided Propagation. This principle is introduced as 

performing a series of intersection searches between flows of input data and internal 

references, and is implemented in a modular parallel architecture within which world 

items are represented by pathways of Context-Dependent processing units. In the 

deepest layers of the system, pathways conveying semantic information feed script-like 

pathways, which produce output through sentence generation modules. Handling 

dialogues with this computational architecture is shown to require a programmable 

control unit, aimed at dynamically changing the excitability of the pathways in order to 

trigger inferences, and then checking the efficiency of the retrieval process. This 

approach is illustrated by simple dialogues carried out by a software simulation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Swiftness of interaction is a prominent characteristic of human dialogues. When 

holding a conversation, no matter the amount of knowledge involved, someone's 

utterances are treated in real-time by its partner, and vice versa. Even small distortions 



from the average time-delay between each interaction may be meaningful; if a sentence 

is hesitatingly spoken, or reversely uttered in advance, this may reveal some important 

information concerning the speaker's state of mind. The part thus taken in dialogues by 

the temporal dimension constitutes a heavy constraint for those who plan one of the 

intervening parties to be replaced by a machine. Of course, purely theoritical studies 

may be carried out, without worrying about their future implementation on a high-speed 

computational device. The opposite strategy carried here consists in starting from a real

time device, and investigate how the constraints inherent in its processing principles 

could be accommodated to a complicated task, involving many cognitive skills, 

including perception, language understanding and generation. 

The real-time system under concern is a memory model inspired by some 

psychophysiological data [see i.e. Bloch, 84], which has already been applied to 

perceptual tasks and which is now investigated for symbolic processing [Beroule, 85, 

89] . In the framework of this model, pattern recognition is approached in term of 

coincidence detection between stimuli and context signals rather than in term of 

matching through comparisons held between input samples and internal representative 

samples. 

As a first step towards a complete dialogue system based on this approach, it is 

attempted to reproduce the spoken interactions that we carried out some years ago with 

a system based on classical A.I. tools [Beroule, 83]. 

II. PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED PROCESSINGS 

To date, computers remain the most powerful tool ever invented for roughly simulating 

some components of our so-called "intelligent" behaviour. Despite recent 

improvements, mainly due to the use of formal theories of physics [Hopfield, 82] and 

differential calculus [leCun, 85], alternative parallel distributed systems are still far 

from being materialized into realistic all-purpose machines. However, the highly 

interactive processing proposed by "Neural" Networks seems promising, because of its 



apparent relationship to brain functioning. It may be put forward that the closer a 

machine hardware to the organization of the nervous system, the higher its expected 

performance in typically-human tasks. This is a reasonable belief, considering the 

robustness, speed and plasticity of the natural system; but this belief is often fed with 

misleading ideas concerning the parallel and distributed features of natural intelligence. 

II. I Parallel versus serial 

The nervous system is usely thought of as a purely parallel device, whereas it does also 

work in a serial way. More precisely, the term: serial does not convey the same 

meaning for the natural system and for artificial ones; it rather means that the time 

course of events may significantly be coded in the nervous tissue, together with their 

spatial organization. Even visual scenes are not perceived as a whole, but discretely 

scanned through eyes saccades before being rebuilt through time-space integration 

processes [O'Reagan, 90]. More obviously, the generation of movements proceeds 

through the sequential activation of a spatial distribution of effectors. Even at the level 

of nervous cells, tiny time-delays between input signals trigger different responses, as 

strikingly shown in the auditory system, where specific cells respond selectively to the 

precise localization of a sound. This capabilty seems to be linked with a general 

property of neurons, which consists in responding the best to well synchronized 

inputs. Among other functionalities, a neuron may thus be viewed as a coincidence 

detector. This is perhaps the main difference between natural and artificial information 

processing mediums of today. In the static memory of computers, pieces of data are 

processed one after the other, because of functional constraints. Possible coincidence 

or temporal relationship between many flows of data cannot therefore be detected on

line, in a straight way. As a matter of fact, in processing architectures of today, 

including Neural Networks, time has been neglected as a representative dimension for 

world items. However, an item could not only be represented in a system's memory 

by a (more or less) distributed spatial pattern, but also by the time at which it is 

accessed relatively to other items. 



Il.2 Distributed versus localized 

Another misleading view is related to the concept of distributed processing. 

Apparently, carrying out any simple task brings into play a huge number of nervous 

cells. This observation led some connectionist researchers to be satisfied with fully 

connected networks that may stabilize in stable states of activity, or with layered 

networks comprising hidden units. Accordingly, a given formal neuron is not 

responsible for coding any particular fact, but just participates in the establishment of 

many distributed representations. Further, the related networks exhibit some robustness 

to partial destruction, similarly to the brain. But, conversely, the more we happen to 

know about the brain functioning, the more specialized its cells appear to be. Of 

course, each individual neuron can be involved in various behaviours; but its specific 

part may then remain the same. In this view, recovering from partial destruction would 

be linked with an hypothetical sprouting process. Concerning the wide distribution of 

activity, it may be explained by the simultaneous use of many parallel representations, 

many modalities, involving many brain areas, including a modulation system. 

This is the last point to be addressed in this introductive part. In connectionist 

systems, control is spoken of as being distributed among every formal neuron, thanks 

to their respective decision threshold. Appart from a few studies [Gerrissen, 91], a 

central control is not necessary, given the simplicity of the input/output association 

tasks presently performed. In the nervous system, a modular executive network which 

is responsible for interacting with the environment is kept under the control of another 

network, that may be called modulating network [Tassin, 89]. This central modulator 

is aimed at checking the balance between different parts of the brain, favouring one or 

another depending on the task at hand. By sprinkling certain populations of neurons 

with specific neurotransmittors, which for instance act upon the excitability of cells, 

this system may dynamically change the global response of the executive network. 

This computational architecture potentially brings in new skills for distributed systems, 

since the same set of hard-wired processing units could exhibit different behaviours, 

thanks to the regulation carried out by a central controller. 



11.3 parallel, serial, distributed and localized processing 

The memory model supporting the man-machine dialogue experiment reported here 

requires a central controller. This is a distributed system, in the sense that many 

modules of processing units are simultaneously involved in the interpretation or 

generation of events; it is localized too, in the sense that each unit selectively codes for 

either a specific Feature or a Context-Feature association. This is a parallel system 

since many modules work at the same time, and highly interactive since many units 

interact within every module; but it is also serial. Input to the system must be 

decomposed into sequences of discrete events occurring in parallel channels, and the 

system's output is formed of a series of activations that feed effectors. 

III. A SERIAL AND PARALLEL PROCESSING PRINCIPLE 

111.1 Guided Propagation of expectations 

For an A.I. device, finding out the pieces of knowledge relevant to both current context 

and state of the world is a standard problem. The amount of possibilities to be tried 

during this matching process can be huge, especially when the world samples are 

incomplete or noisy, and the knowledge-base large. A fast data retrieval technique, 

already investigated in the NETL system [Fahlman, 79), consists in directly searching 

for the intersection of the memory subsets respectively concerned with active pieces of 

data. In the form proposed by Fahlman, this intersection search is performed through 

the propagation of markers within a semantic network [Quillian, 68][Hendrix, 75), 

under the control of a sophisticated central device. In the perspective of a hardware 

implementation of this system, the traffic of many different markers appears not to be 

easy to handle. 

In the approach proposed here, an intersection search is carried out through the 

simultaneous preactivation of the memory subsets concerned with both current context 

and data; their intersection is then the most activated portion of memory, detected by 

means of decision thresholds distributed over the memory space (Fig. 1). Thresholds 



are carried by elementary processing units organized in a specific network architecture, 

taking place within each module of the system. Two bundles of pathways are 

involved. The cross bundle conveys the systems expectations, while the afferent bundle 

carries the module's input Context-Dependent (CD) units stand at the intersection point 

between these bundles. At a given instant, assume part of the cross bundle to be 

activated, forming a tree of expectations; if some trees of stimuli are also activated at the 

same time, they are intersected with the tree of expectations, then giving rise to a new 

tree of expectations, and so on (Fig. 1). In this way, the internal flow conveyed by the 

cross bundle and initiated by the spontaneous activity of the module is guided over time 

by the flow of stimuli, towards a characteristic memory location, where stands a 

Feature-Detector unit (Fig. 2). This is what Guided Propagation consists of. Once 

activated, the Feature-detector may guide the spontaneous propagation arising within 

deeper modules, exactly in the same way. Thus, the same kind of process takes place 

inside many modules organized hierarchically, the deepest one corresponding to the 

highest level of abstraction. This homogeneous treatment guaranties that interactions 

between different levels of knowledge, such as for instance perceptual and symbolic 

ones, will not be delayed by any translation routine. The only differences of working 

between layers lie in their integration rate. Considering the dynamic nature of Guided 

Propagation, Feature-Detectors cannot be effective during a long time. But it is 

necessary that the deep layers responsible for keeping of a man-machine interaction 

remain activated while the activity of more peripheral layers already vanished. Thus, 

the deeper the layer, the lower its integration rate and the more lasting its activation. 

Figure 1. 

Figure 2. 



111.2 Dynamic learning 

When the intersection between the tree of expectations and the trees of stimuli 

happens to be empty, this is because the stimuli were not expected at this time. 

Therefore, in order for the system to deal with these stimuli next time they will occur in 

this context, new branches are sprouted, leading to the same new CD unit: one branch 

issued from the tree of expectations, the other ones from the activated Feature Detectors 

[Beroule, 88]. This corresponds to a differentiation process. As far as generalization 

is concerned, a new CD unit is not required in this case; the stimuli are simply linked 

with the more preactivated CD unit (heavy expectation). Spatial coincidence of 

stimulations and context signals is thus prepared in this way. Temporal coincidence is 

obtained by associating a certain time-delay with each input to a unit so as to 

synchronize all of them. 

Every module of memory is entirely filled in according to this neverending 

learning scheme, which allows unsupervised learning to take place. Since performed in 

the course of processing, the completion of the internal representations makes use of 

the system's guesses about what a new item could be, and thus where it should be 

stored in memory. This ability to adapt continuously to new facts constitutes an 

important characteristic for a dialogue handler, allowing its knowledge base to be 

completed during the interactions. 

111.3 forward activation and backward facilitation 

The formal description of a CD unit holds some interesting features for our 

present concern. First, it may be driven by two kinds of input: C (Context) and S 

(Stimuli) respectively receiving signals from the cross bundle and from the afferent 

bundle. Although the unit normally requires both synchronized input to be fully 

activated, its transmission/actors (or input weights) can be regulated so as to change 

the balance between C and S [Beroule 85]. the unit can thus be set either in a 

knowledge-driven mode, or in a data.-driven mode. Moreover, the global excitability of 

the unit can be changed by acting upon its threshold response. 



Easyness with which a threshold unit responds at a given instant to a given 

input obviously depends on the distance left between its level of activity and its 

threshold. The fully activation of the unit may then be favoured in two ways, either by 

increasing the level of activity through preactivation, or by decreasing the threshold 

level. The first solution is the one chosen for implementing the forward action of short

term context, issued from the module's internal flow. The second solution is used for 

implementing the backward action of background context, generated by deeper 

modules. Although it did not appear in the initial formulation of this model, this 

backward facilitation is now rendered necessary, in particular for dealing with the 

generation of patterns. This way of tracing a pathway back to its origin is comparable to 

the goal-seeking principle proposed by Burnod [88] in the call-trees of its cortical 

model, and the mechanism implemented by Blanchet [89] in its connectionist system. 

The implementation proposed here consists in facilitating the activation of a 

given pathway by decreasing heavily the threshold of every CD unit located upstream 

from its output Feature Detector (or Feature Effector); the spontaneous activity then 

follows preferably this pathway, fully activating the CD units one after the other. 

When activated, each CD unit propagates its response up to the Feature Effectors of the 

more peripheral layer, from which results the backward facilitation of lower-level 

pathways, and the same production process happens again by means of possibly many 

intermediate layers, up to the output effectors. This heavy and selective backward 

facilitation is applied to the pattern generation modules. A weaker and broader 

backward facilitation can also be applied to pattern recognition modules, in order to 

retrieve data from partial input 

N. HANDLING DIALOGUES THROUGH GUIDED PROPAGATION 

IV .1 Storing semantic information in memory pathways 

For Guided Propagation to run, world items must be mapped onto a flow of discrete 

events. This particular way of representing information may seem quite constraining 



and therefore not suitable for a broad field of applications. If the serial aspect of 

treatment seems helpful for integrating events extracted from temporal patterns such as 

speech, it is not clear how such a dynamic representation could be applied to purely 

spatial patterns. This is a central question, since many representations handled by 

Natural Language procedures are of the spatial type. Semantic networks, Frames, 

usely implement a topological organization of links between concept-nodes. Unlike 

higher-level representations such as Scripts and Plans, they do not necessarily express 

temporal or causal relations between their components. However, pathways of ordered 

units are not only aimed at coding for the time course of a world item, but may also 

represent some of its structural aspects. For instance, a spatial pattern can be described 

by a certain sequence of features. As long as features are extracted in the same order, 

their associated pathway can be efficiently activated, from its origin until its end. But 

having stored a visual word as a sequence of letters, we might want its associated 

pathway to be accessed without being necessarily scanned in a strict left-to-right 

fashion. In the same way, an utterance stored in memory should be retrieved from a 

request containing a few of its initial members, not necessary appearing in the right 

order. A solution to this problem lies in the possibility of increasing dynamically the 

excitability of pathways, which calls for a control device. 

In this study, we deliberatly focused on the representation of semantic 

information through memory pathways, taking into account that the treatment of the 
t 

syntactic component is presently investigated somewhere else [Roques, 90]. 

Representing a semantic network supporting Guided Propagation implies that 

the activity spreading along a pathway from a given concept-node to another be 

mediated by a relation-node (Fig. 4 ). The system is thus given a way to control the 

deepness of inferences, in order to avoid the fully-activation of many concepts not 

relevant to the input utterance. 

Figure 3. 



IV.2 Property inheritance 

The property inheritance mechanism is conducted in the following way. When a given 

entity is evoked in a phrase, its Feature Detector feeds its associated CD-units, among 

which the one situated close to the origin of pathways becomes fully activated, thanks 

to the spontaneous activity. The response of the CD-unit spreads over the next CD

units that stand for possible relations kept up with other entities. Assume the IS-A 

relation to be activated by the controller; then the internal flow propagates towards the 

entity's father Detector. If the pathways excitability is set at a high level, then this 

detector initiates another inferential process in a similar way. 

Possible inconsistancies between a user's assertion and the system's knowledge 

can be checked thanks to this mechanism. In the way of some connectionnist systems 

such as for instance the Interactive Activation model of McClelland and Rumelhart [81 ], 

uncompatible feature-detectors are connected through mutual inhibitory links. With this 

clause, an input utterance is declared unacceptable if a concept it conveys is inhibited by 

the internal flow of inferences performed by the system. 

Consider this simple dialogue, translated from [Beroule, 83], in which the 

terms "feathers" and "scales" are associated with mutually inhibitory units: 

User: - You are a canary. System: - OK. 

- You have scales. - I Thought a bird had feathers. 

The 1st user's assertion does not induce inferences, since "canary" is a new 

concept for the system; a new pathway is therefore built, which relates "you" to 

"canary" via an "IS-A" CD-unit. In the 2nd assertion, "you" activates "canary" which 

activates "bird"; The verb "has" results in the activation of the corresponding relation. 

The intersection of "bird" with "has" results in the activation of "feathers" which 

inhibits "scales". 



IV .3 Architecture of a dialogue handler 

To sum up, knowledge is stored as parallel pathways organized in a hierarchy of 

layers. Once activated by their typical time-space distribution of letters, word-pathways 

participate in the activation of frame-like or event pathways, which may feed in the 

same way "script" pathways. Each processing unit of this deep layer initiates a control 

procedure, preactivates the possible next utterances spoken by the user, and may 

simultaneously trigger the production of a sentence by the machine (Fig. 4). 

Understanding a user's phrase means being able to activate the internal 

representations which will trigger an appropriate response. The surface structure 

formed by an input utterance can be considered as a certain combination of function

words and content-words, from which a concise deep structure must be built. In term 

of activation of our layered network, this distinction becomes operative once the 

corresponding word detectors have been activated. Then, the content-words feed their 

associated set of Context-Dependent units, whereas the activation of the function-word 

detectors results in setting their control procedure. The interpretation of a sentence thus 

depends on the activation of relevant internal representations, modulated by a control 

device. 

The control device supports the following functions: 

1- broad facilitation of the propagation within a module. This is a crucial capability in 

the prevalent case of information retrieval from partial data (see IV.4). 

2- selective activation of "relation" feature-detectors. For instance, property inheritance 

is provoked by the firing of the IS-A feature-detector, together with the broad 

facilitation of the "semantic network" (IV.2). 

3- estimation of the result of a search process, carried out through a feedback loop from 

the modules output. Depending on the number of output event detectors activated, the 

propagation taking place in the script layer may be guided in different directions, thus 

inducing different possible interactions with the user (see Fig.4). 

The possible interactions to be stored in the script layer are specified to the 

system by a set of instructions. When the simulation is run, these instructions are 



translated once for all into event- and script- pathways, together with phrase production 

pathways and control routines. 

IV .4 Information retrieval from partial reference 

Finding out the internal representations relevant either to a certain question or to a 

pronoun reference can both be assimilated to a search problem performed from partial 

input. Only the subsequent system's actions differ afterwards. Whereas a user's 

question is supposed to result in a system's answer, the successful retrieval of a 

referent allows it to be part of the corresponding event pathway built by the system. 

- pronoun reference 

For dealing with ambiguous references, the system is provided with the 

following C-like instructions, where S stands for the input Stimuli and R the 

corresponding Response of the system in the form of a set of activated output feature

detectors y. The argument x stands for any entity. 

if ( S == "LE 

if ( R > 1 ) 

x") then R = activate(offspring(x)) ; 

for ( y = 1 ; R > 0; y++ R--) 

{ output( "S'AGIT-IL DU y ?" ) ; /* "DO YOU MEAN y ?" */ 

if ( S == "OUI" ) { activate( y ) ; 

output( "OK"); break; } 

if ! R ) output( x INCONNU ) ; /* "x UNKNOWN" */ 

The following dialogue makes use of these instructions: 

User: 

System: 

User: 

System: 

- Le robot attrape le cube 

- S'agit-il du gros cube ? 

-Oui. 

-OK. 

(The robot takes the cube) 

(Do you mean big cube ?) 

The definite article "le" introduces a reference to some previously mentioned 

object, and will therefore initiate a search backward to discover the referent. This is 

implemented through backward facilitation, by increasing the excitability of the CD

units located upstream the one currently activated in the script layer. This backward 



influence allows the previous events to be activated again, including the entities they 

involve, together with their typical parent-nodes. The object "robotl" is found, 

through the activation of the "robotl IS-A robot" pathway, activated by the word 

"robot" of the input utterance. The same process applied to the expression "cube" 

causes the activation of two possible candidates, from which the generation of a 

question to the user in order to resolve the ambiguity. 

- answering questions 

In the following instructions, the verb x and the entity y are variable content words; 

QUE is a function word. 

if ( s == "QUE x y " ) I* "WHAT IS y x " *I 

then active(offspring(x, y)) /*control procedure*/ 

if ( R output( R ) ; 

else output("x NE FAIT RIEN"); /*"x DOES NOT DO ANYTHING"*/ 

As this set of instructions is parsed, the corresponding "question", script and 

production pathways are created. When used afterwards, the question detector feeds the 

first CD unit of the new script pathway. This CD unit triggers the appropriate control 

procedure and feeds two branches of an expectation tree. One of the preactivated CD 

units will be fully activated if an event related to the question is found, and will then 

activate the generation of the sentence relating this event. The other one will be 

activated if a "non-activation" detector responds, then resulting in the generation of the 

sentence which appears in the last instruction (Fig. 4). 

User: - Que fait le robot ? (what is the robot doing ?) 

System: - le robot attrape le gros cube. (the robot takes the big cube) 

Figure 4. 



V. CONCLUSION 

A software simulation of the model under concern is now running in C

language on a Sun workstation. As expected, its response time is small, considering 

the elementary nature of the interactions presently handled and therefore the few 

processing units and modules involved. A complete man-machine communication 

system would comprise speech processing modules instead of the current keyboard 

input and screen display output; it would also make parallel syntactic-oriented modules 

and semantic-oriented modules work in concert; a sentence generation system more 

sophisticated than the one already implemented would learn to produce new items 

thanks to the silmultaneous control exerted by the perception system. Along the same 

line of interest, a learning method is now investigated for the script module to be built 

from examples of dialogues. 

As new modules are added, the response-time will no longer keep a bearable 

value. The only way to profit by the real-time characteristic of the proposed 

computational architecture would consist in desiging a specialized hardware, in which 

coincidence detector processors would activate one another, under the management of a 

control unit. But the dynamic connectivity constitutes the main obstacle to be overcome. 

Among the available machines that could answer this question, the Connexion Machine 

[Hillis, 85] proposes a way to reconfigure the pattern of connexions between 

processing elements; but the coincidence of input signals to a processor cannot always 

be satisfied, since it depends on the variable route taken by the internal messages, 

which is determined by traffic constraints. 

Anyway, the inadequacy of current technology for implementing the 

aforementioned processing principles is not so worrying, since the design of the 

corresponding machine is not planned before significant results are obtained over a 

broad set of applications. If this would happen, no doubt that adapted self-adaptive 

hardware would then be investigated in order to actually take advantage of the real-time 

feature. 
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Figure 1. Guided Propagation, viewed as a series of intersection searches 
applied to memory sets activated either by a flow of Contextual signals (C) or 
by incoming Stimuli (S). Threshold units (9) distributed over the memory space 
can detect the possible coincidence of C and S signals. 



Figure 2.The Guided Propagation medium involves 
a cross bundle of pathways (dark curved arrows) 
following the time-dimension, intersected with an 
afferent bundle (grey straight arrows) which is 
mapped onto a spatial dimension. Introducing 
processing units results in the architecture below. 
When Feature-Detectors (square cells) get activated 
by a given time-space pattern of discrete events, 
they feed pathways of Context-Dependent units 
(round cells) and thus favour propagation along one 
of them. The time course of this process is 
exemplified in the figures below, in which 
preactivated units appear in grey, and fully activated 
ones in black. 
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Figure 3. Representation of a semantic network supporting Guided Propagation 
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Figure 4. Deepest memory pathways involved in the management of a question. 
The word detectors activate the most the pathway A corresponding to the question, 
which fully activates the CD unit 1 of the script module. CD units 2 and 3 are 
consequently preactivated and a control procedure is triggered, through which the 
offspring of "faire" (all the action verbs, including "attrape") and "robot" are activated. 
Thanks to a broad backward facilitation from the control unit, an event pathway 
then becomes fully activated (B), and generates its associated phrase (c effector) 
via the "found"detector of the control unit and unit 2 of the script module. 
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